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Let Our Experts Help Optimize 
Your Agency’s Billing Efficiency, 
Productivity, and Processes

AR CONSULTING SERVICES

Detect and Eliminate Billing 
Inefficiencies To Increase 
Productivity and Maximize Revenue
Hard-to-detect billing process deficiencies are likely affecting your 
company’s bottom line. A significant deviation from EMS industry 
key performance indicators (KPIs) can signal recurring errors or front-end 
process issues. Unoptimized collections and follow-up processes 
and self-inflicted denials — those you can avoid — can impede 
maximum revenue capture. Identifying the source of these problems 
and determining remedial action on your own can be frustrating and 
time consuming. The ZOLL® Data Systems AR Consulting Services team 
helps RescueNet® Billing, Billing Pro, and ZOLL Billing customers by 
observing and reviewing agency processes and prescribing action to 
improve performance.

Dive Deep Into Agency Data To Determine Course Corrections
We conduct behind-the-scenes analysis of your billing practices, diving deep into your data and crunching the numbers 
to deliver customized reports. This add-on service for established and new customers assesses your billing efficiencies, 
productivity, and processes at multiple levels throughout your organization. The resulting reports detail where and why 
you’re leaving cash on the table and detail actionable recommendations for improvement.
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Pinpoint Missed Revenue Opportunities
Your ZOLL AR Consulting team will:
• Install and run numerous custom reports on your billing process to mine valuable financial data.

• Analyze your KPIs against industry benchmarks to discover out-of-range areas that are costing you money.

• Meet with you on-site to discuss results, provide data-driven feedback, and present an in-depth action plan to 
optimize billing automation, workflow efficiency, and claims follow up.

• Examples of reports your AR Consulting team may provide include, but are not limited to:

• Trip Count by Call Type by Month

• Payments by Payer Type

• Payer Mix

• AR Over 90 Days
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Capabilities
• Review and evaluate your agency’s billing 

efficiencies, productivity, and processes.

• Assess and optimize administration configurations.

• Compare agency metrics to industry KPIs.

• Provide customized reports that show missed 
revenue opportunities and recommend 
corrective actions.

Results
“The ZOLL AR Consulting services were extremely beneficial in gauging the financial status of our company. The 
analysis showed where we can focus our efforts and improve our efficiency and effectiveness. The consultants 
are extremely knowledgeable and patient. They were able to tailor the training to our company’s situation so the 
findings would be appropriate.“ 

 — Life Flight Network

“Overall, the visit was very helpful in identifying areas for improvement, reorganizing our systems, and highlighting 
best practices. DAS appreciated the visit from ZOLL AR Consulting and is working to implement these findings and 
recommendations.

 — Dekalb Ambulance Service 

“We are on day two working with ZOLL AR Consulting. The team is wicked smart, very smooth with their delivery, 
and great to work with.”

 — Golder Ranch Fire

Benefits
• Maximize staff productivity through 

efficient workflows.

• Capitalize on the full capabilities of your 
billing solution.

• Take prescribed action to bring KPIs in line with 
industry standards.

• Capture more revenue by addressing 
process issues.
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To learn more, please call us or visit our website.

ZOLL Data Systems  
AR Consulting Services Help  
You Get the Most Value From  
Your Billing Solution Investment

Making Your Billing Process Work Better for You
Using proprietary diagnostics and human observation, we examine your processes and generate a customized report 
you can use as a blueprint for improving your billing approach. Some of the benchmarks we target include:

Denials – We review denial reasons over a 12-month period to discover trends and high-incidence denials, identifying 
where process improvement opportunities exist.

Follow-up – We evaluate agency effectiveness in claims follow-up and collections. Consultants analyze reportable 
data points, observe your staff while on-site, and help you automate and optimize billing workflows.

AR Over 90 Days – We analyze a series of reports to assess whether AR in each class is appropriate for payers’ 
payment patterns. If, for example, 25% or more of your AR is over 90 days, the problem may be traceable to a combination 
of issues, including a weak front-end process.

Payer Mix – Payer mix can significantly impact your ability to maximize revenue. We address controllable factors 
like ineffective front-end billing processes, which can adversely affect outcomes and create additional effort in the 
billing process.

Productivity – Productivity is typically higher when consistently measured. We help you establish benchmarks and track 
staff performance to improve cash flow, staffing efficiency, and inform professional development opportunities.

Staffing – We examine trip volume and call type to create data-driven productivity guidelines to help determine 
appropriate staffing for your agency.

Billing Lag – We review average days to pay a claim and measure agency effectiveness in reconciling dispatched trips, 
tracking and resolving problem trips, staff productivity, and overall process efficiency.


